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LEED 2009 for Neighborhood Development 
NPD PREREQUISITE 3: CONNECTED AND OPEN COMMUNITY
Stage 3: LEED-ND Certified Neighborhood
Points Attempted:
All fields and uploads are required unless otherwise noted.
Select one of the following:
Stage 3A. No change since Stage 2
Stage 3B. Change since Stage 2
Stage 3C. Did not submit at Stage 2
ALL PROJECTS
This active sample form has been modified for offline access. Modified fields and instructions are indicated in purple. Sample forms are for reference only.
STAGE 3A
No change has been made since submittals in previous stages that would affect credit compliance.
NPD Prerequisite 3: Connected and Open Community Stage 2 
Compliance Documented:
STAGE 3B
Provide updated versions of the items submitted at the previous stage.
STAGE 3C
Select one of the following:
Option 1. Projects with Internal Streets
Option 2. Projects without Internal Streets
PROJECTS WITH INTERNAL STREETS
Upload NPDp3-1. The project team has uploaded a map with:
·     site base 
·     project boundary
·     motorized and nonmotorized rights-of-way by type
·     eligible intersections
·     gated areas by type and size (differentiate between gated areas that can be excluded from connectivity calculations per the rating system requirements - e.g. military bases - and others)
·     intervals between through-streets and/or nonmotorized rights-of-way dimensioned on the project boundary
·     portions of the project boundary where through-connections cannot be made, with physical obstacles dimensioned
All streets and sidewalks claimed in the calculations below are un-gated and open for public use (except education and health care campuses and military bases where gates are used for security purposes; these may be counted).
From Upload NPDp3-1:
Land area within project boundary:
sq mi
Eligible intersections per square mile within project boundary:
Number of eligible intersections within project boundary:
Maximum feet between any two through-streets and/or nonmotorized rights-of way intersecting or terminating at the project boundary:
ft
Percent of total through-streets and/or nonmotorized rights-of-way that are nonmotorized rights-of-way:
%
Non-motorized rights-of way may not count for more than 20% of the total number of rights-of-way intersecting the boundary. Indicate on the map which of these non-motorized rights-of-way will not be counted, and exclude them when calculating the maximum feet between any two rights-of-way in the field above.
PROJECTS WITHOUT INTERNAL STREETS 
Upload NPDp3-2. The project team has uploaded a map with:
·     vicinity base 
·     project boundary
·     motorized and nonmotorized rights-of-way by type
·     eligible intersections
·     gated areas by type and size (differentiate between gated areas that can be excluded from connectivity calculations per the rating system requirements - e.g. military bases - and others)
All streets and sidewalks claimed in the calculations below are un-gated and open for public use (except education and health care campuses and military bases where gates are used for security purposes; these may be counted).
From Upload NPDp3-2:
Land area within 1/4 mile of project boundary (may include the project land area):
sq mi
Eligible intersections per square mile within 1/4 mile of project boundary: 
Number of eligible intersections within 1/4 mile of project boundary:
ADDITIONAL DETAILS
Special circumstances preclude documentation of credit compliance with the submittal requirements outlined in this form.
SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES
Describe the circumstances limiting the project team's ability to provide the submittals required in this form. Be sure to reference what additional documentation has been provided, if any. Non-standard documentation will be considered upon its merits.
Upload NPDp3-SC. Provide any additional documentation that supports the claim to special circumstances. (Optional)
SUMMARY
NPD Prerequisite 3: Connected and Open Community Stage 3 
Compliance Documented:
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